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SURFACE PREPARATION 
 
 

NEW PAINTING WORK 
 
PREPARATION TO SUBSTRATES: 
Ensure the surface is clean, dry and free from all dirt, dust, grease, oil and any other surface contamination. 
 
To Timber Surfaces Generally: 001/002 
Sand the surface evenly with a suitable fine grade sandpaper. Dust off before painting. Fill all nail holes and 
cracks with a suitable filler after the first coat has dried.  
 
To Seasoned Timber: 108 
Ensure that new timber is well seasoned. Punch in nail heads which should preferably be galvanised. Fill all 
nail holes with putty tinted to match the timber. Sand weathered timber to a sound surface.  
 
To LOSP Preprimed Timber (Design Pine & Unbranded) 111/112 
Confirm that the timber is Design Pine Brand. Where the timber is not Design Pine, remove unbranded 
factory primer back to bare timber by sanding. Prime all bare timber including cut ends and joints with a 
suitable oil based wood primer. If knots or exudation from knots is evident refer to the builder. NOTE: 
Unbranded pre-primer of any colour is a temporary weather protector and must be removed.  
 
To LOSP Treated Pine (unprimed): 113 
Fill nail holes and cracks with a suitable putty or filler after the first coat has dried. If knots or exudation from 
knots is evident refer to the builder. Exudation from knots is an indication of substandard timber. 
 
To Brickwork: 201  
Where efflorescence is present, remove by dry brushing or washing with water. Do not paint until time check 
confirms efflorescence has ceased. 
 
To Flush Jointed Brickwork: 222  
Patching holes or defects with “Armawall Filler” or “Armawall Patch” prior to coating system application. 
 
To Blockwork: 208 
Fill all joints, cracks and holes with a suitable filler. 
 
To Off Form Concrete / Precast Concrete Additionally: 204 
Allow concrete to cure for a minimum of 28 days. Ensure the alkalinity of the concrete is PH10 or below 
before commencing painting. Remove all traces of form oils and other contaminants by water blasting. Acid 
etch smooth hard and glossy areas (steel trowelled etc) or areas of laitence with dilute muriatic acid to 
roughen the surface. Grind smooth joints and fill all holes and cracks with “Armawall Fille”r or “Armawall 
Patch”. 
 
To Tilt Up Concrete Additionally: 206 
Allow concrete to cure for a minimum of 28 days. Ensure the alkalinity of the concrete is PH10 or below 
before commencing painting. Remove all traces of bondbreakers by applying “Bristol Tiltprep” bondbreaker 
dissolving agent from bottom to top and allow to penetrate. Hose off with copious amounts of water. Do not 
allow “Tiltprep” to dry.  All residues must be removed. Areas where the bondbreaker is thick or overlapped 
may require a second application. 
Grind smooth any nibs and protrusions and fill blowholes and defects with “Armawall Filler” or “Armawall 
Patch”. NOTE: When “Bristol Tiltprep” is used an acrylic coating system can be applied directly to the 
substrate otherwise “Armawall Sealer Bonder” must be applied. 
 
To Cement Render: 209 
Broom down render to remove loose sand and give a sound surface for painting. 
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To Paper Faced Plasterboard: 301/302  
Fill any imperfections with a suitable compound. Sand the surface evenly with a suitable fine grade 
sandpaper.  Dust off before painting. If applying by airless spray back roll all coats. 
 
To Set Plaster (Fresh): 311 
Treat fresh set plaster (1-8 weeks old, PH = 10-12) with “Prep Right Plaster Treatment” before painting to 
control alkalinity and promote adhesion. 
 
To Set Plaster (Aged): 312 
Seal aged set plaster (> 8 weeks old, PH <10) with one coat only of “PrepRight Plaster Sealer” or “Bristol 
Supreme Sealer” thinned 20% to ensure adhesion of the paint system. 
 
To Preprimed Mild Steel: 402/403  
Where present, remove rust by chipping, scraping, wire brushing or sanding. Sand the surface evenly with a 
suitable fine grade sandpaper. Dust off before painting. Spot prime bare areas with a “Interprime 198” before 
a full coat. 
 
To Hot Dipped Galvanised Steel / Galvanised Steel: 404  
Where present, remove rust by chipping, scraping, wire brushing or sanding. Degrease surface by washing 
with mineral turps on a clean cloth and drying with a second clean cloth. Change cloths frequently to prevent 
the spreading of oil and grease. Abrade with 240# paper to remove chemical treatments and allow full 
adhesion of primer. 
 
To Stainless Steel / Aluminium / Copper / Brass:  
Degrease surface by washing with mineral turps on a clean cloth and drying with a second clean cloth. 
Change cloths frequently to prevent the spreading of oil and grease. 
 
To Zincalume: 406 
Remove oils and grease by washing with a detergent solution. Rinse with fresh water. Allow to dry. Do not 
use solvents such as methylated spirits on Zincalume. 
 
To Organic Epoxy Zinc Primed Steel: 409 
Wash off any soluble salts. Grind back any damaged areas to clean metal and spot prime with “Interzinc 52”. 
Refer to manufacturers data sheets for detailed instructions. NOTE: Accurate mixing of the components is 
essential to curing and longevity of the coating system. 
 
 

REPAINTING WORK 
 
PREVIOUSLY PAINTED SUBSTRATES: includes acrylic & solvent based finishes / mild steel / galvanised 
steel / Colorbond coated steel - weathered / varnished timber / textured masonry (acrylic based) / 
limewashed masonry 

 
PREPARATION TO ALL SUBSTRATES: Ensure the surface is clean, dry and free from all dirt, dust, 
grease, oil and any other surface contamination. 
 
Where present, remove: 902 
- Dirt, grease etc. by washing with a detergent solution followed by clean water. Allow to dry. 
- Mould by treating with bleach diluted 3:1 with water then rinse with clean water. Allow to dry. 
- Chalk and powdery surface deposits with a stiff bristle brush and water. Allow to dry. 
- All loose flaking and peeling paint back to a firm surface. Feather all edges by sanding. Acrylic can be 

feathered by rubbing the edges with methylated spirits. 
 
Where Acrylic Based: 601/603/605/606 
- Spot prime bare areas with a suitable primer. 
 
Where Solvent Based: 610 
- Sand the surface evenly with a suitable fine grade sandpaper. Dust off before painting. 
- Spot prime bare areas with a suitable primer.  
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Where Mild Steel: 703 
- Remove areas of rust by scraping, sanding and wire brushing back to clean bare metal.  
- Spot prime with “Interseal 670 HS” attaining a minimum dry film thickness of 125 microns. 
- Spot prime wet on wet with a second coat of “Interseal 670 HS” to ensure adequate protection.  
 
Where Colorbond Coated Steel (weathered): 902 
- Remove areas of rust by scraping, sanding and wire brushing back to clean bare metal.  
- Spot prime with “Interseal 670 HS” attaining a minimum dry film thickness of 125 microns. 
- Spot prime wet on wet with a second coat of “Interseal 670 HS” to ensure adequate protection.  
 
Where Varnished Timber: 803 
- Sand the surface thoroughly and repeatedly with suitable grade sandpapers to provide adequate ‘key’ 

and adhesion for the paint system. Dust off before painting. 
 
Where Stained Timber - Solvent Based: 907 
- Sand the surface thoroughly with a suitable sandpaper. Dust off before painting. 
 
Where Textured Masonry Acrylic Based – Exterior: 903 
Remove dirt, grime, chalk and powdery surface deposits by high pressure water blast.  
 
Remove all visible rust spots and concrete spalling. Remove defective concrete using electric, pneumatic or 
hand tools. Ensure the edge of each excavation is perpendicular and that edges are not feathered. Expose 
steel reinforcing bars to a point 50mm beyond the limit of corroded steel and prime with a suitable zinc 
primer. Use a suitable proprietary brand repair mortar to fill affected areas. Grind out cracks bigger than 
0.4mm to a minimum of 10mm deep by 10mm wide and fill flush with “Armawall Filler”. Rinse off any salts 
that may have accumulated since water blasting. Spot prime bare and repaired areas with “Armawall Primer” 
and reinstate texture to match the existing if required. 
 
Where Limewashed Masonry: 905 
Remove all existing limewash by high pressure water blast, where necessary scrub the surface with a 
wetting agent i.e. sugar soap before blasting. Repeat this procedure until the lime wash is removed. Remove 
any drummy or broken render and reinstate with a polymer modified render such as “Armawall Skimcote” or 
“Armawall Rendercoat”. Grind out cracks bigger than 0.4mm to a minimum of 10mm deep by 10mm wide 
and fill flush with “Armawall Filler”. Fill all other cracks with “Acrylic Filler”. Prime with “Armawall Sealer 
Bonder Clear” thinned 50% with “GTA007 Thinners”. NOTE: The longevity of the coating system will depend 
on the surface preparation. 
 


